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THE ^-ANALOGUE OF THE p-ADIC GAMMA FUNCTION

BY HAJIME NAKAZATO

Introduction.

The />-adic gamma function Γp(x) was defined and studied by Morita [9]
and the p-adio, log-gamma function Gp(x) was defined and studied by Diamond
[3]. The Morita's gamma function Γp(x) is defined by

Γ p ( * ) = l i m ( - l ) n Π * / for XELZP,
n-*x 0<;<n

where n runs over positive integers and Π* means that indices / divisivle by
p are omitted. The Diamond's log-gamma function Gp(x) and G%(x) are
defined by

Gp(x)=lim—— Σ (x+j){log(x-{-j)—1} for χ(=Cp—Zp

and

Σ* (χ+.i){loz(χ+i)-l} for

where log is the Iwasawa ί-adic logarithm [5], Cp denotes the completion of
the algebraic closure of the p-adic number field Qp and Σ * means that indices

divisible by p are omitted in the summation.
Then Gp(x) and G%(x) have the following two connections with Γp(x).

THEOREM (Diamond [3], Ferrero-Greenberg [4]).

(1) \ogΓP(x)=Gi(x) for xtΞpZp.

(2) logΓ*M=

0J}p

 Gp(1~pL) for x^Zp

A generalized £-adic gamma function Γp>q(x), depending on a parameter
q<=Cp with \q—l\p<l and qΦl, was defined and studied by Koblitz [7], [8].
We recall that the Koblitz' function Γp>q(x) is defined by

Γp q(x)= lim (-1Γ Π* 4—— f o r

n^x o<χ> ϊ — q
inZp
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where n runs over positive integers.
As for the log-gamma functions Gp(x) and G%(x) Koblitz defined only the

psi-function φp>q{x) and φ*,q(x), which are analogues of the derivatives

ΦM=Ί[ΪG*W a n d b
For q^Cp such that \g—l\p<l and log(q)Φθ, let

Let d{x)—mm\x — u\p and d*(x)=mm\x — u\p for

Let D(q)={x<ΞCp\O<d(x)<r(g)} and

Putting

^ ^ ) = & ^ o j p » l o β i ϊ = 7 : i f o r

and

« ^=US F i jg. logi=^- for

Koblitz [7] gave the following

THEOREM.

(1) -j^\ogΓp,i(x)=φ%q(x) for x^pZp.

(2) ^ logΓ p ,U)=I^, 5 ^) + ( l- l ) log^ for

The purpose of this paper is to construct and study natural analogues
Gp>q(x) and G%>q(x) of the £-adic log-gamma functions Gp(x) and G%(x), which
have connections with Γp>q(x).

Let I2(z) be the />-adic dilogarithm defined and studied by Coleman [2], For
a positive integer n, let n=ί(n—l)/£]+l where [ ] means Gauss symbol. Then
the map ~ extends to a continuous function on Zp with values in Zp (See [7]).
Since /2(2r) is locally analytic on Cp— {1}. Using Diamond's theorem [3], we may
define analogues Gp>q(x) and G%>q(x) of the log-gamma functions Gp(x) and
GJ(x) by

for x^D(q) and
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for x<=D*(q). Then we obtain

THEOREM (3.1). Suppose \q-l\p<\ρ\1

p

κp-1\

(1) losfΓ (x^— G^ (JC) H lθ£f(<7) for

x+i(ΞZ*p ^ V

for χ(ΞZp.

Remark. By the definition of ~ we have

= 4 for
d x w ^ p» p

Differentiating in the equations of our theorem in the above sense we have the
equations of the Koblitz' theorem.

For Gp>q(x) and G%q(x) we have the difference equations (2.3), the multiplica-
tion-theorem (2.6) and the reflection formula (2.4).

Remark. It is possible to define and study "twisted" functions of our p-
adic gamma functions.

Notation and definition.

Let Q be the rational number field and let Z be the integer ring. Let p
be an odd prime. Let Qp, Zp and Cp be the p-adic number field, the £-adic
integer ring and the £-adic completion of the algebraic closure of Qp. Let \x\p

be the absolute value of x^C% such that \p\p-p~1.
Let \og{u)—\ogp{u) be the Iwasawa ί-adic logarithm [5] on u^C%. Then

we have

log(κ)= Σ C - l ) 1 1 - 1 —(w-l) n for | M - 1 | P < 1 .
Tî i n

Let exp(w)=expp(w) be the jfr-adic exponential function defined by

expiu^Σ-^-u71 for \u\p<\p\ί

p

/<p-1\
nzoΐl 1

Let /2(M) be the jb-adic dilogarithm [2] on u^Cp with uφl. Then we have
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We assume hereafter that q^Cp with \q-l\p< \p\\>κ*~1'> and qΦl. Then
we have [7]

W~ Ί

D(q)={x^Cp-Zp\\x\p<r(q)}
and

D*(q)={xe=Cp-Z*\\x\p<iiQ)}.

Let qu=exp(w\og(q)) for \u\p<r(q). Then

for \u\p<r(q).

1. Definition of Gp>q(x) and G%,q{x).

Let

^ ^ ) for \u\p<r{q), uΦQ.

where I2(x) is the £-adic dilogarithm [2] and log is the ί-adic logarithm nor-
malized by log(p)=0 [5],

Using the functional equation

UW+UQ-—Λ:)=log(x)log(l—x) for xφO and xΦl,

we have

L2,q(u)=^^ί2a-qu)+uΛog^γ^- for \u\p<r(q\ uΦO.

Since

We have

LEMMA (1.1). ( 1 ) L2Λ(u) is locally analytic orf^u^C/iwith \u\p<r(q)
and

( 2 )

( 3 ) L2,q()+L()

( 4 ) I

Proof. Since /2(ΛΓ) is locally analytic on xφl and"^M is analytic on | u |
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r(<?) U(qu) is locally analytic on \u\p<r(q), uΦO. Thus L2,q(u) is locally
analytic on \u\p<r(q), uφO.

Since

ax
for xΦlznάxΦO.

Differetiating L2,q(u) gives the equation (2).
Using

/)

we have the equation (3).
A simple calculation gives the equation (4).

Remark. If we define L2,q(u) as the function on the right hand side above
then Lemma 1.1 can be proved without using Coleman [2].

We use the following lemma due to Diamond [3] to construct our £-adic
functions.

LEMMA (1.2). Let D be a subset of Cp such that D+Zpw contained in D
for some w^Cp with wφO. Let b be a positive integer and let f(x) be a locally
analytic function on DΓ\(Cp—{0}). Define

Σ * f(x+jw) for XΪΞDΓ\(CP-Z%W).

Then
(1) the limits exist, which are independent of b,
(2) F(x) is locally analytic on DΓ\(Cp—Zpw) and
(3) F*(x) is locally analytic on DΓ\(Cp-Z*w).

(See Corollary of Theorem 2 of [3].)

DEFINITION (1.3). We define analogues Gp>q(x) and G%>q(x) of the Diamond's
log-gamma functions Gp(x) and G%(x) by

(1) Gp>q(x)=\im~ Σ £«.<(*+/) f o r

and

( 2 ) G*β(x)=lim-^

Then by Lemma (1.1) and Lemma (1.2) GPιq(x) and G%>q(x) are well-defined.
And Gp>q(x) is locally analytic on D(q) and G%>q(x) is locally analytic on D*(q).
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2. Properties of Gp>q(x) and G%q(x).

In this section we investigate some properties of Gp>q{x) and G%>q{x).
There is a relation between GPtq(x) and G%>q(x).

PROPOSITION (2.1). Let Bx{x)=x—(l/2) the 1st Bernoulli polynomial.
Then

for x

Proof. Since \g-l\P<\P\P

κp-^ and r(gp)=r(g)/\p\p. If x^D(g) then
x/p(=D(qp). Thus we have

n. (r\—Γi (Ξl

Σ L2>q(x-\-j)-lim-—τ
n^oo pn λ

Because

)=lim4Γ Σ
n-oo p7* osj<p

Thus we complete the proof.
Remark. Koblitz [7] obtained that

p

for x

As for the difference equation for Γp>q(x) Koblitz [7] obtained the following

THEOREM (2.2).
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l-q*

{———— if
l-q

- 1 if

We have a difference equation for our functions Gp,q(x) and G%>q(x).

THEOREM (2.3).

( 1 ) Gp,q(x+1)-Gp,q(x)=log^j^ for x

( 2 ) G*>q(x + p)-G*,q(x)= Σ log ^ ^ for xeD*(q).

Remark. Koblitz [7] obtained that

^ ^ ^ ) for x^D(q).

Note that by (2) of Lemma (1.1) we have

where ox(pn)->0(n->oo).

Proof of Theorem (2.3). By the definition we have

( 1 ) G P i β

n-*oo p

1 — Q

=log for x^D(q)

and

( 2 )

=lim Σ ^
p

= Σ log 1 7 ^ + for x<ΞD*{q)
o<i<p \—q

We have the reflection formula for our functions GPiq(x). Let
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x+(l/6) the 2-nd Bernoulli polynomial.

THEOREM (2.4).

(1) Gp,q(x)+Gp>qa-x)=jB,(x)\og(g) for

(2) GPιq(x)+Gp,q-ia-x)=-B1(x)log(g) for

Remark. Koblitz [7] obtained that

B

Proof. (1) Using the definition and replacing / by pn—j—l, we have

Gp>q(x)+Gp,qa-x)

=Πm-ί Σ \L2>q(x+j)+L2>q(l-x+j)}
n*oo p θ£j<pn

= l i m — Σ {L2>q(x+j)+L2ίQ(-x-j)
n^oo pn osj<pn

+ L2fi(-x-j+pn)-L2,q(-x-j)}

Since (1) and (2) of Lemma (1.1), we have

where o-x-){pn)-+b(n-^<x>).
Using this formula and (3) of Lemma (1.1) we have

lim
n-*oo pn

4r Σ log
p ϋύ<pnn-*o

=Hm-̂ r Σ nU

limί" lim-^Γ Σ log l~Q * ' +lim Σ «-.-/?')

(2) Using the definition and replacing / by pn—j—l, we have
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Gp.q(x)+Gp,q-iQ.-x)

=lim-—Γ Σ JL2ιq(x-\-j)+L2tq-i(-x-j)

+ L2,q-1(-x-j+pn)-L2,q-1(-x-j)} (**).

Since (1) and (2) of Lemma (1.1), we have

~{L2>q-,(-x-j+pn)-L2,q-,(-x-j)}^\Qg l ~ ^ ' +o

where ox+j(pn)-*0(n-+oo).
Then, using this formula and (4) of Lemma (1.1), we have

(**)=lim—- Σ {L2.q
Λ-oo pn O^j<p»

impn~ Σ log \~gZ' +lim Σ ox+J(Pn)

4r Σ {-(

limj!)n l i m ~ Σ log 1 ~ g * 7 +lim Σ ox+J(Pn)

The proof is completed.

We have the following corollary, which will be used in the proof of the
theorem for the connection of Gp>q(x) and G%>q{x) with Γp>q(x).

COROLLARY (2.5).

Proof. We have

Σ c
0<i<P

= Σ ij3,(-5-
l S S C P D / 2 Z \j&

For our Gp,t(x) and G5,,U) we have the following multiplication-theorem.
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THEOREM (2.6). Let m be a positive integer. Then we have

(1) G P i β (x)= Σ Gp f β»( ^ ^ ) + β 1 U ) l o g ^ f ^ - for
771

and when m=0(modp) we have

Remark. Koblitz [7] obtained that

Ψf- f0Γ

Proof. (1) By the definition we have for x<=D(q)

(2) By the definition we have for

lim-^τ Σ* Σ I "

Σ*
o§χmpn

=G* ί(x)-(B1(x) - Bi(f

Letting m=p we have the following

COROLLARY (2.7).

^ M } ) 1 0 8 - ^ for
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Letting x=0 and using Corollary (2.5) we have the following

COROLLARY (2.8).

3. Connections with Γp>q(x).

In this section we study the connections of Gp>q(x) and G%q(x) with Γp>q{x).
By the definition of ΓPtQ(x) [7] we have

Then the difference equation of Theorem (2.2) follows

n > 5 ( 0 ) = l .
Thus we have

( i ) logΓp>Q(0)=0.

By Theorem (2.2) we have

^f-^- if1
(ii) logΓp,q(x+l)-logΓp,q(x)=\

10 if
Using Corollary (2.5) we have

Then the connections of Gp,q(x) and G%,q(x) with Γp,q(x) are the following

THEOREM (3.1).

=G*,q(x)+^=^

(2) logΓp,q(x)

(1) logΓp,q(x)=G*,q(x)+^=^log(q) for x^pZp.

Remark. Koblitz [7] obtained that

(1) -j^-logΓp,q(x)=ψ*,q(x) for

(2) ^iogΓP,q(x)=^ΣpJP,qP(ψ)+(l-^)log^ for
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Proof of Theorem (3.1). Since both sides of (2) are continuous in
it suffices to prove (2) for x=any non-negative integer n.

Let An denote the left side of (2) for x = n, and let Bn denote the right
side of (2) for x=n. We prove Λn=Bn by induction n.

Note that by (i) and (iii) we have A0=B0. Suppose that An=Bn.
By (ii) we have

g^f^ if n
A Δ J 1

-n-n+i sln — [0 if n=0(mod/>).
We claim that

if
Bn+1—Bn—\

[0 if n=0(mod/>).

In fact we have

Bn+ι—Bn

Σ
O£i<p

τι+l+t^O(mod p)

+ o s Σ p
n+t*0(mod p)

+ {(n+l)-(n+ir-n+n}log^P^-

/n+l+ι\
2>V p ΓV p Γ oάip

mod p) n+ιmθ(.mod p)

(a) Case of n^0(modp). We have

" p - β l > v7

(b) Case of n=ΰ(moάp). We have

(*)=0.
By (a) and (b) we have

An+ι An~Bn+ι Bn,
and so we have

An+i—Bn+ί.
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This completes the induction.

To prove (1) we use Corollary (2.7) and the following formula

P

By (2) for x<ΞpZp, we have

\ogΓp,q(x)

x—2=(l— —-j x for χ(ΞpZp.

„ \ n (xΛ-i\. \og(q)\ ., „.. l-qp

The proof is completed.
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